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What is this?!? Its called \"DVDRip.XviD\".
The X is to denote that this is a FORMAT,
rather than a FILM! You see, XviD is what is
used by most so called XVID DVD's to encode
video in. This lets you play it in your DVD
player. Like this: Now, to be fair, only a small
minority of people use this for working on
their vid files. Most of the population is still
stuck on Xvid codecs. However, this is slowly
changing, and if your at college/university -
which I assume you are, you would have
heard of this by now! RETAIL BLU-RAY SUBS!
*** FIXED COMMON ERROR,FIXED TIMING
FROM SEEN ON SUBS. CONTAIN 2 FILES
(NORMAL & SDH). THANKS TO SPARKS FOR
RETAIL BLU-RAY SUBS. I JUST MADE SOME
IMPROVEMENT. I DID NOT STEAL ANY SUBS
HERE. DO NOT FLAG FOR NO REASONS.
PLEASE, RATE AFTER DOWNLOAD. THANKS
FOR DOWNLOADING! :) *** Foreign Speaking
Scenes Only. I took a Full English sub file
from here (THANKS Effy1994!) and edited it
to match the 1080p WEB-DL-ChaoS movie
file that's out. I changed the text colour to
Yellow as they overlay previous HC Russian
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Subs on the ChaoS movie file. These look
quite decent. I expect that this file will do
well for other Lucy versions too. Enjoy and
THANKS again Effy1994 for the source.
Foreign Speaking Scenes Only. I took a Full
English sub file from here (THANKS
Effy1994!) and edited it to match the 1080p
WEB-DL-ChaoS movie file that's out. I
changed the text colour to Yellow as they
overlay previous HC Russian Subs on the
ChaoS movie file. These look quite decent.
Simply a movie release, The only reason for
the pink & purple colour was the original
source text. I've changed the text colour to
yellow. There are still Russian subs for the
Foreign speaking scenes on the EVO release
so I changed these subtitles to yellow and
larger. This sub file is NOT Perfect but you
get a good idea of what is being said. I did
my best to time these subtitles to the original
dialogue. It's FREE, I hope you Enjoy! Thanks
again to Bubblegum57 for the original source
subtitles.
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.. it's the same movie as alien 3. i like 3, it's a
great film, but they mixed it up and it was

terrible.this one is the same, the wrong
movie. they ripped off alien3. story is the

same and it is a bla bla bla. i am not good at
english and i did not understand many of the
things, but they still copied it like they copied

the alien 3, just that they made a new bad
movie. .. could not understand a word of it,
but the first was bad.wtf, this shit is copied

from alien 3? the scene is the same, the face
of the aliens (same model) and the ending
scene from alien 3. and the other one is an
"awwww" moment. the part where he picks
up the pistol and throws it at the alien was
copied from the alien 3. .. fuck off, this is so

copied from alien 3. they should have burned
my dvd and asked me if i agree or not,

because the new movie is a bad copy of the
alien 3. at the end, he goes to his car, and
the alien is just a little bit there on the road
(in the first scene of the alien 3) and in the
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back there are people trying to kill the aliens.
it's stolen and he is a thief. .. they put a

thousand of copies into the dark, because
they don't have time and they dont know

how to do it. you can see that the alien 3 was
made a few days before. yes, i read that it
was made on christmas eve. .. i hope that
they would have edited some scenes and

made a new movie. i liked the story, but they
mixed it up and they gave us a video, but it
was bad. wtf, so they took out all the good

parts and put in the bad parts. who made this
crap? this crap is definitely not a new movie,
but a ripped off from the alien 3. very bad.
the first episode was good, but then they

copied the alien 3, but they cut off that scene
where the alien is in the wall. it was a very
badly copied movie and bad. 5ec8ef588b
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